Refloating the Green River Merchant Marine

EXCERPTS FROM THE BOOKAnd, so,
in just one shot, on only the second day of
Schumachers [Mall] command, the great
eagle investigation and the great bird hunt
were launched.Nutrendomit stands for
Nutritional Health Trend of the Month.
Actually, they had thought of calling it
TLC for The Latest Craze, but they were
afraid people would mistake it for Tender
Loving Care. Since we play to the whim of
the American consumer, virtually all of our
products center around sex and fat, which
is a fascinating combination as well as an
amazing profit generator.Can I sell you a
handgun for the little lady. I am sure she
would appreciate it. Some men are afraid to
do that. I say there is good reason why the
words marital and martial are so similar in
both spelling and the reality. I say having
two lovers, both armed to the teeth, can
effectively disarm the relationship. And,
from what I can understand, the sex is
better and has a much finer edge to it.To
consecrate the ground before construction,
instead of one brief blessing from one
member of the clergy, they brought in
several diverse spiritual leaders. They went
wild; the foundation of this Mall is floating
on a sea of schizophrenic spirits !!!This
fellow claimed he could read palms and
using a computer, tattoo a pictorial
summary of what the palm told him onto
the buttocks. It seemed to take retail,
personal preference and high technology to
the next level.Some said he had a
connection to European royalty. He was
now selling expensive mens clothes. He
seemed bred for both. He had the supreme
confidence, perhaps it was snobbishness,
that comes with someone able to
successfully carry good breeding past
middle
age
like
a
gleaming
streamliner.Perhaps the key to Georges
success as a raconteur was the stamina and
fitness gained as a result of his success as a
radonneur. It was all very impressive to
Schumacher except for the chilling reality
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that Georges easy prey happened to be the
Marine merchants patrons.What does a
guy, an apparent bachelor, what does
anyone do with 384 cans of tomato
sauce?ABOUT
THE
AUTHORLarry
Brown was born and raised in Chicago,
Illinois. He ripened intellectually while
prowling both sides of the Continental
Divide in Colorado for more than 30 years
as a newspaperman, writer and political
wisecracker. He spent his last birthday
walking across Death Valley and two Las
Vegas casinos. Brown works on a sequel
and continues to wander the west from a
perch near a post office box (84791-1959)
in St. George, Utah.
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